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Model of plastic deformation for extreme loading conditions
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We present a model of metallic plastic flow suitable for numerical simulations of explosive loading
and high velocity impacts. The dependence of the plastic strain rate on applied stress at low strain
rates is of the Arrhenius form but with an activation energy that is singular at zero stress so that the
deformation rate vanishes in that limit. Work hardening is modeled as a generalized Voce law. At
strain rates exceeding 109 s21, work hardening is neglected, and the rate dependence of the flow
stress is calculated using Wallace’s theory of overdriven shocks in metals@D.C. Wallace, Phys. Rev.
B 24, 5597~1981!; 24, 5607~1981!#. The thermal-activation regime is continuously merged into the
strong shock limit, yielding a model applicable over the 15 decades in strain rate from 1023 to
1012 s21. The model represents all aspects of constitutive behavior seen in Hopkinson bar and
low-rate data, including a rapid increase in the constant-strain rate sensitivity, with 10% accuracy.
High-pressure behavior is controlled by the shear modulus,G(r,T), and the melting temperature,
Tm(r). There are eleven material parameters in addition toG(r,T) andTm(r). Parameters for Cu,
U, Ta, Mo, V, Be, 304 SS, and 21-6-9 SS are provided. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1524706#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Numerical simulations of metals and alloys during e
plosively driven deformation and high-velocity impacts r
quire a physically realistic model of plastic constitutive b
havior. The main difficulty in constructing such a model
the wide range of mechanical and thermodynamic conditi
that can occur in solid flow processes of interest: pla
strains of several hundred percent, plastic strain rates u
1011 s21 ~hypervelocity impacts!, pressures exceeding 1
GPa, and temperatures up to melt. Others have develop
number of models, each emphasizing one or two aspec
material response, but being otherwise deficient.1,2 In par-
ticular, plastic constitutive models based on thermally a
vated dislocation glide alone are restricted in applications
strain rates<105 s21. In contrast, the model discussed
this article is applicable at strain rates spanning the ra
1023– 1012 s21. This was achieved by merging the flo
properties of metals in the strong-shock-wave limit, whe
nonlinear dislocation drag effects are expected to predo
nate, with the thermal-activation regime. A second feature
this model is that it is a scaled variable, i.e., dimensionle
formulation. The flow stress and temperature are scaled
the shear modulus and melting temperature, respectiv
hence the complete constitutive model includes melt cur
and a density- and temperature-dependent model for
shear modulus. This constitutive model provides unpr

a!Electronic mail: dean@lanl.gov
b!Electronic mail: tonks@lanl.gov
2110021-8979/2003/93(1)/211/10/$20.00
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edented predictive capability under the extreme conditi
characteristic of high-velocity impacts and explosive def
mations.

The plastic constitutive relation presented here is
physically based model; that is, it is a mathematical rep
sentation of solid flow with parameters related to know
physical processes. This implies that, in the absence of
perimental data, one can still obtain an approximate desc
tion of the material response by estimating the physical
rameters involved. We find, for example, that metals in
same crystal class have parameters tightly clustered arou
central value.

II. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The dynamic response of a material depends only on
current microstructural state, which is characterized by
grain size distribution, the distribution of grain orientation
dislocation density, dislocation network structure, volum
fraction of twins, etc. A plastic constitutive relation depen
in general on the complete set of internal state variables
represent the microstructural state, although of course
dependence on some of those variables may be relati
weak. The ideal continuum model employs true internal st
variables, is constructed using a sophisticated homogen
tion procedure relating the internal state to the continu
response, includes a model for microstructure evolution,
requires complete microstructure characterization for its
lization. This achievement is certainly many years in the
ture. A step in this direction has been taken by Follans
and Kocks3 who developed a constitutive model employin
the mechanical threshold stress~flow stress at 0 K! as a
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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212 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 93, No. 1, 1 January 2003 Preston, Tonks, and Wallace
structure parameter, but because it accounts only for t
mally activated dislocation motion, it cannot be reliably e
tended to strain rates much above 104 s21. Recognizing cur-
rent theoretical and experimental limitations, we use
equivalent plastic strainc ~often denoted«! as anapproxi-
mate internal state variable. This approximation, which
tantamount to neglecting path dependence, is accurat
Hopkinson bar strain rates to 10% in the stress, as seen
rate-jump tests.3,4

We neglect material anisotropy at all length scal
Hence, the shear elastic response and dislocation prope
in general dependent on single-crystal elastic constants
described by the shear modulus alone. In addition, ma
scopic texturing~grain alignment! is not taken into account
The equivalent plastic strain is the only structure param
appearing in our model.

Any physically based model of constitutive behavior,
a model of any physical system for that matter, must be s
invariant, that is, invariant under arbitrary changes in
system of units. Scale invariance underlies the mod
method of dimensional analysis, which can be used to mo
very complex systems. An understanding of the physics le
to the identification of the most important dimensional s
tem variables which are then combined, often by sim
forming ratios, into several dimensionless variab
x1 ,x2 ,...,xn . The system is then described by a sca
invariant equationf (x1 ,x2 ,...,xn)50. Dimensional analysis
does not give the functionf, but f can be determined by
experimental data. The result is a model of the system. T
is precisely the course that we have followed to construct
model presented here.

III. MODEL VARIABLES

We denote the flow stress, the stress required to pla
cally deform the metal or alloy, byt, which is one-half the
von Mises equivalent deviatoric stresss. The differential
plastic work is 2tdc.

Our constitutive relation involves three dimensionle
variables. Consider first the flow stress. Since the work
Taylor in 1934~Ref. 5! it has been known that dislocation
are responsible for plastic flow. In an isotropic solid, t
elastic stress field and the energy per unit length of a di
cation, as well as the long range forces between dislocati
are proportional to the shear modulusG; if G were zero there
would be no dislocations and no plastic flow. It is reasona
to assume that the flow stress is likewise proportional
least approximately, to the shear modulus. Thus, the dim
sionless stress variable in our model ist̂5t/G(r,T), where
r is the mass density andT is the temperature.

The choice of temperature scale is less obvious. O
possibility is the Debye temperatureuD of the solid. How-
ever, in a real~crystalline! solid, different measured prope
ties yield different effective Debye temperatures, and furth
more, Debye temperatures so determined are tempera
dependent. A second, and preferable, choice for the temp
ture scale is the melting temperatureTm . Either the Linde-
mann melting criterion6 or the Burakovsky–Preston meltin
relation7 relatesTm to uD . It is a good approximation for
Downloaded 29 Apr 2013 to 128.143.22.132. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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most metals to drop the longitudinal sound contribution
uD with the result:

kBuD'
h

2p S 9p2r

M D 1/3S G

r D 1/2

, ~1!

whereM is the atomic mass. The Burakovsky–Preston m
ing relation tells us thatTm}G, henceTm}uD

2 , which also
follows from the Lindemann criterion. Therefore,Tm anduD

are not independent choices for the temperature scale.
have chosen the scaled temperature variable in our mod
be T̂5T/Tm(r).

A natural time scale for any crystalline solid is th
atomic vibration time, or equivalently the Debye frequen
vD52pkBuD /h. Using the approximation of Eq.~1! we
have

vD

3Ap
'

1

2 S 4pr

3M D 1/3S G

r D 1/2

5
cT

2a
[j̇, ~2!

wherecT is the transverse sound speed, and 4pa3/3 is the
atomic volume. Hence,j̇21 is the time required for a trans
verse wave to cross an atom.vD andj̇ are equivalent scaling
factors. The dimensionless strain-rate variable in our mo
is ċ/ j̇.

IV. THERMALLY ACTIVATED DISLOCATION GLIDE

At strain rates up to at least 104 s21 the strain rate con-
trolling mechanism is the thermally activated interaction
dislocations with obstacles, usually other dislocations. A
plied stress fields result in differential dislocation motion a
dislocation intersection. For sufficiently low applied stress
the intersecting dislocations do not immediately pass thro
one another because of short distance repulsion~energy bar-
rier!, but thermal fluctuations can eventually drive the mo
mobile dislocation through its partner. The thermally assis
transition rate is given by transition state theory,8 which is
based on the assumptions that~1! the dislocations live in
local minima of the crystal potential biased by the appli
stress,~2! the minima are separated by a single saddle po
and ~3! thermal equilibrium is maintained throughout th
transition process. It follows that the dislocation transiti
rate, and therefore the plastic strain rate, is of the Arrhen
form

ċ5ċ0 exp@2DF~t!/kBT#, ~3!

where the activation energyDF~t!, a decreasing function o
the applied stress, is the difference in the biased crystal
tential between the saddle point and the initial minimum, a
ċ0 is proportional to the dislocation vibration frequency
the direction of the saddle point. The simplest choice for
activation energy isDF(t)5DF(0)2nAt with nA an acti-
vation volume. Most models of plastic constitutive behav
are based on this simple Arrhenius form. It is importa
however, for the purpose of model building to understand
limitations and rectify them. Equation~3! is satisfied only if
the potential barrier is large compared to the thermal ene
kBT, that isDF/kBT@1. As the stress is increased,DF/kBT
approaches zero and the Arrhenius form~3! for the strain rate
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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becomes less accurate. However, thermal activation is
longer rate controlling at high stresses, but instead dislo
tion drag mechanisms are expected to predominate. In
model we incorporate this transition in rate controllin
mechanism by joining the Arrhenius form onto a power-la
dependence at very high strain rates. In addition to its largt
breakdown, the Arrhenius form gives an unphysical fin
strain rate at zerot. This failure occurs because it does n
account for backward motion through the saddle point wh
the bias is removed; the reverse flow is exponentially s
pressed at finite stress. In the present model this deficien
eliminated by introducing a singularDF, specifically the in-
verse error function.

The Arrhenius equation, Eq.~3! shows that the stress is
function of the variablekBT ln(ċ0 /ċ). This form suggests the
analogous combinationkT̂ ln(gj̇/ċ) for our model;k and g
are dimensionless material constants.

The work hardening saturation stress and yield stres
the thermal activation regime are given by

t̂s5s02~s02s`!erf@kT̂ ln~gj̇/ċ !#,
~4!

t̂y5y02~y02y`!erf@kT̂ ln~gj̇/ċ !#.

Each can be written in the Arrhenius form withDF( t̂c)
;erf21@(c02t̂c)/(c02c`)# wherec5s or y. The material con-
stantss0 ands` are the values thatt̂s takes at zero tempera
ture and very high temperature, respectively;y0 andy` have
analogous interpretations. The error function was chosen
cause it changes abruptly from nearly linear forx<1 to a
constant forx>1. The same behavior cannot be obtain
with rational functions unless additional material consta
are introduced. This abrupt transition is evident in the da
particularly in the bcc metals. Figure 1 is a plot of tantalu
yield stress data as a function of~a! T and~b! T̂ ln(gj̇/ċ). The
widely scattered data in~a! dramatically collapse to a singl
curve in~b! that is fit very well by our model expression fo
t̂y employing the error function.

Our work hardening law is an extension of the we
known Voce behavior,9 that is, a linear decrease in the wo
hardening rate ast→ts :

dt̂

d«
5u

t̂s2 t̂

t̂s2 t̂y
~Voce!. ~5!

A constant initial work hardening rate is observed in both
and bcc metals, in agreement with Eq.~5!. Our extension of
Eq. ~5! was motivated by the additional observation that
work hardening rate in fcc metals decreases less rapidl
zero as the saturation stress increases. Such behavior is
tured by the following expression for the work hardeni
rate

dt̂

d«
5u

expFp
t̂s2 t̂

s02 t̂y
G21

expFp
t̂s2 t̂y

s02 t̂y
G21

, ~6!

wherep is a dimensionless material parameter. Recall t
s05 t̂s(T50). Equation~6! reduces to the usual Voce la
Downloaded 29 Apr 2013 to 128.143.22.132. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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when p→0. Integrating Eq.~6! along a constant strain rat
path, i.e., keepingt̂s and t̂y constant, we find

t̂5 t̂s1
1

p
~s02 t̂y!lnF 12F12expS 2p

t̂s2 t̂y

s02 t̂y
D G

3expH 2
puc

~s02 t̂y!FexpS p
t̂s2 t̂y

s02 t̂y
D21G J G . ~7!

Equations~4! and ~7! constitute our model in the therma
activation regime.

We fit our model in the thermal activation regime to lo
rate and Hopkinson-bar data on six pure metals and
stainless steels, namely Cu, U, Ta, Mo, V, Be, 304 SS,
21-6-9 SS. These materials were chosen on the basis of
data availability and programmatic needs at Los Alamos N
tional Laboratory.

We now discuss the data and model fits for each of th
materials.

FIG. 1. Tantalum yield stress data vs~a! T and~b! T̂ ln(gj̇/ċ). The curve in
~b! is our model. In this and subsequent figuress52t.
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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A. Copper

Model parameters for copper in the thermally activa
regime were determined by fitting to several sources of d
room-temperature data toc'0.2 at strain rates
1023– 104 s21,10 large-strain liquid-nitrogen data~77 K! at
1023 s21,4 and elevated-temperature large-strain data co
ing strain rates from 0.066 to 2300 s21.11 Representative
comparisons of the model to high-and low-temperature c
per data are made in Figs. 2 and 3. Agreement is at the

FIG. 2. Comparison of our model~solid curves! to the high-temperature
stress–strain data of Samanta~Ref. 11!.

FIG. 3. Low-temperature low-rate copper data of Follansbee~Ref. 10! com-
pared to our model~solid curve!.
Downloaded 29 Apr 2013 to 128.143.22.132. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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level. See Fig. 10 for a comparison of the model to roo
temperature copper flow-stress data versus strain rate.

B. Uranium

Two sources of uranium data were used for the model
Hopkinson bar data at 3500 s21 were obtained by Armstrong
and Wright12 over the temperature range260–900 °C. The
samples were prepared at Los Alamos from 99.96% p
depleted uranium by means of multiple-step thermomech
cal processing to produce a fine-grained~10–40m! isotropic
microstructure. Their data and our model fit are shown
Fig. 4. Although agreement is generally 10% accurate, th
is a significant, and as yet unexplained, discrepancy betw
the model and the data at 300 °C. The same material
tested13 at strain rates 1024– 1021 s21 from 20 to 300 K. We
did not include the 20 K data in our model fit because
anomalous behavior—increasing flow stress with decrea
strain rate—and sample cracking.

C. Tantalum, molybdenum, and vanadium

Model parameters for these bcc metals were determi
from stress–strain curves4 of commercial-purity annealed
material. Tantalum strain rates ranged from 1023 to 4000
s21, and temperatures varied from 77 to 1273 K. Our tan
lum model is compared to Hopkinson-bar data in Fig. 5. T
vanadium stress–strain data were very limited in tempera
and strain rate: 77 K at 1023 s21, and room-temperature
data at 1023, 1021, and 6000 s21. The molybdenum data
were similarly limited: 77 K at 1023 and 2000 s21, and 298

FIG. 4. Comparison of our model~solid curves! to uranium Hopkinson-bar
data of Armstrong and Wright~Ref. 12!.
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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K at 1023, 1021, and 5000 s21. Fits for all three bcc metals
were 10% accurate. All stress–strain data were restricte
about 20% plastic strain; hence the bcc model parame
may not be optimal for large-deformation problems.

D. Beryllium

Model parameters were determined by fitting to stres
strain data on SF200 beryllium.14 The data set is comprehen
sive: at each of the four temperatures 20, 100, 200,
300 °C there are stress–strain curves at 231024, 231022,
and 2 s21 to strains of 25%–30%, and two or three curves
strain rates of order 103 s21 to strains of roughly 15%. Ou
model is compared to the 300 °C data in Fig. 6. The mo
fits the data to comparable accuracy, namely 10%, at all th
lower temperatures.

E. Stainless steels

Material parameters for 304 SS were determined by
ting to adiabatic stress–strain curves at 6000 s21 at initial
temperatures of 25, 200, 400, 600, and 900 °C,15 and 304 L
stress–strain data at strain rates 231024, 0.02, 1, 100, and
8000 s21 all initially at room temperature.4 The temperature
increase along the stress–strain curves was calcula
Model agreement with all stress–strain curves was 15%
better.

Parameters for 21-6-9 SS~Nitronic 40! were fixed by
fitting to the following stress–strain data: 5000 s21 at 298 K,
4000 s21 at 873 K, and 2000 s21 at 1173 K;15 231024, 0.02,

FIG. 5. Our model~solid curves! vs tantalum Hopkinson-bar data of Gra
~Ref. 4!.
Downloaded 29 Apr 2013 to 128.143.22.132. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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10, 100, and 5000 s21 all initially at room temperature.3

Again, the adiabatic heating was taken into account.
could not find the melting temperature of 21-6-9 SS in t
literature, but because there is little variation in the melti
temperatures of austenitic stainless steels, we used the
SS value, viz.Tm51700 K, for Nitronic 40. Similarly, the
temperature dependence of the shear modulus of 21-6-9
not been measured, so the 304 SS shear modulus was us
approximate that of 21-6-9 SS. Predicted stress–strain cu
are accurate to 15%.

V. OVERDRIVEN-SHOCK REGIME

The constitutive behavior of metals in strong sho
waves at plastic strain rates from 109 to 1012 s21 can be
determined from Hugoniot data using Wallace’s theory
overdriven shocks in metals.16 By definition, an overdriven
shock wave is one in which the plastic wave has overrun
elastic precursor to produce a front steeper than that att
able by adiabatic elastic compression. Since plastic flow o
slows the shock rise,16 heat transport to the leading edge
the shock must be present to steepen the shock front.
heat is generated by plastic flow in the latter part of t
wave. Thus, an overdriven shock is comprised of two
gions: a leading conduction front where heat transport occ
but plastic flow is negligible, and a plastic flow region th
provides heat to the conduction front. In Wallace
scheme,16,17 an estimate of the average deviatoric stress
obtained through the heating effect of plastic work.

FIG. 6. Comparison of our model~solid curves! to Montoya’s 300 °C be-
ryllium data ~Ref. 14!.
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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In the following, we give only a brief sketch of ou
calculations. More detail and derivations can be found
Refs. 16 and 17 or in a document available from the auth

Ambient values of the~assumed! constantG/B ratio,
where B is the bulk modulus, were used to calculate t
temperature in the conduction front, which is near ambie
The density dependence ofk, the thermal conductivity, was
taken into account by settingk equal to twice the high-
temperature value at normal density.16

The shock-path calculations requireT and the entropy,S,
on the Hugoniot and the adiabatic bulk modulus on and
the Hugoniot. These were calculated using well known eq
tions of McQueenet al.,18 the assumption that the product
the density and the Grueneisen gamma is a constant, an
linear shock wave ‘‘equation of state,’’D5c1sn, whereD
is the shock velocity,n is the particle velocity, andc and s
are constants.

A set of Rayleigh-line equations is used to estimate
plastic flow and deviatoric stress in the shock as a function
the compression,«. The temperature and heat current,J, are
first calculated for the conduction front where the materia
taken to be a nonplastic solid, i.e., an elastic solid that tra
ports heat and has infinite yield strength. Differential eq
tions for T(«) and J(«) are obtained from Eqs.~32!, ~33!,
and~34! of Ref. 16. These equations are integrated up to
point «C where the tangent to theT(«) curve passes throug
the point («H ,TH) on the Hugoniot. The plastic flow regio
begins at the point«C . The pathT(«) in the flow region is
approximated as the line from («C ,TC) to («H ,TH). T(«) is
closely bounded in the flow region.17 Equation~4! in Ref. 17
is used for the increment of plastic strain. The incremen
entropy, necessary to estimate the deviatoric stress, is t
from Eq. ~3! of Ref. 17 with the straight-line approximatio
used to convert fromdT to d«.

When the flow-region calculation is finished, the avera
flow stress can be evaluated from̂t&5(JC /raD
1*C

HTdS)/(VC1VH)cH , which is Eq.~7! of Ref. 17 with
the entropy generated up to pointC expressed in terms of th
heat current.

The plastic strain rate can be estimated as explaine
Sec. II E of Ref. 17 using Eq.~36! of Ref. 16. The essential
are as follows. The equations of steady wave motion can
used to relate the plastic strain rate in the shock wave
spatial derivative of the plastic strain. The spatial differen
can be written in terms of the heat flux and the tempera
differential @see Eq.~36! of Ref. 16#, which can then be
expressed in terms of the differential in« using the straight
line path inT2«. The plastic strain differential is given in
terms ofd« by Eq. ~4! of Ref. 17. The heat flux is obtaine
from the following approximate entropy equation:dJ/raD
'TdS2(VC1VH)^t&dc.

The approximate plastic strain rate obtained along
shock path from the above equations can be averaged
merically to obtain a mean strain rate. Two numerically clo

versions of the mean plastic strain rate,^ċ&c and^ċ&« , were
calculated usingc and« as weighting factors. A third rough

estimate of the average plastic strain rate is^ċ&0

5@DJC/2k(dT/d«)C#@(12«H)/(«H2«C)#cH , which is an
Downloaded 29 Apr 2013 to 128.143.22.132. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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approximation to*C
Hċd«/(«H2«C). It agrees well with the

other two estimates except at low pressures; See Fig.
shows that, generally,ċ;k21, i.e. k controls the rate of the
shock process. We expect accuracy in our calculated m
strain rate only to a factor of 3, since it depends strongly
the steady-wave assumption, and on the value of the the
conductivity.

Los Alamos internal report19 gives details of the results
of the strong shock calculations; here, we provide only
summary. Figure 7 shows the average plastic strain rate^ċ&c

versus the scaled average deviatoric stress^t&/G1/2 for sev-
eral shock strengths for Cu, Ta, and U.G1/2 is the value of
the shear modulus at the point along the shock path wh
one-half of the final plastic strain is attained. Prelimina
calculations showed that this value differs from the avera
through the plastic flow region by only a few percent. T
results for^ċ&« were almost the same as for^ċ&c . Figure 8
shows these quantities for copper on a log–log plot to de
onstrate the approximate power-law dependence of st
rate on scaled deviatoric stress. Lower strain rate data f
the pressure-shear gas gun experiments20 also shown are
consistent with the overall power-law dependence. The th
sets of symbols for the strong shock results correspond to
three different averages, which produce similar results.

Figures 7 and 8 clearly show, with the exception of
near 1012 s21, that for the strong shock path, the mean flo
stress scaled by the shear modulus has a power-law de
dence on the plastic strain rate. For the high temperatu

FIG. 7. Average plastic strain rate vs average deviatoric stress scaled b
shear modulus for several shock waves for three metals. The circles, pu
and X’s correspond to Cu, Ta, and U, respectively.
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and large strains of the strong shock path, the work hard
ing is probably saturated. We, therefore, neglect work ha
ening ~no c dependence! at these very high strain rates an
model the saturation and yield stresses in the overdri
shock regime, namely 109– 1012 s21, as

t̂s5 t̂y5constant3~ ċ/ j̇ !b, ~8!

where the exponentb was determined to be 0.25, 0.23, a
0.27 for Cu, Ta, and U, respectively. We consider stro
shock analyses for additional materials unnecessary for
constitutive model because the variation inb for Cu, Ta, and
U is only a few percent. The Cu~fcc! value,b50.25, is used
in our model for the fcc stainless steels, andb is taken to be
0.23, the Ta~bcc! value, for the bcc metals V and Mo. Th
mean value ofb, namely 0.25, is used for Be.

The sensitivity of the results to the values ofG/B andga

~Grueneisen! was assessed by varying them about the s
dard values in Table I. In general, changingG/B andga by
10% produced a similar or smaller variation in^t&/G1/2 and
a variation in loĝċ&« of a few percent.

FIG. 8. Average plastic strain rate vs average deviatoric stress divide
the shear modulus for Cu. The five pluses are pressure-shear gas gun d
Huang and Clifton~Ref. 20!. The squares, triangles, and circles correspo
to three different averaging schemes for the plastic strain rate along
shock path: a rough average, volumetric-strain weighting, and plastic-s
weighting.

TABLE I. Material parameters used in strong shock calculations~see Refs.
16, 17, and 19 for the parameter definitions!.

Cu U Ta

M (mu) 63.54 238.04 180.948
c ~cm/ms! 0.3933 0.2487 0.3293
s 1.50 2.20 1.307
ra ~g/cm3! 8.933 19.07 16.75
ga 2.0 2.1 1.7
G/B 0.35 0.75 0.36
r0 ~g/cm3! 9.02 19.2 16.8
G(r0)(1024 cal/mol K2) 1.6 12.4 6.8
g 2/3 7/3 5/3
k ~cal/s cm K! 1.8 0.2 0.3
Downloaded 29 Apr 2013 to 128.143.22.132. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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We briefly discuss the basic physical assumptions
validity of the strong shock theory. A typical shock thickne
and rise time for a Mbar shock is 100 Å and 2 ps. The form
is large enough to justify a continuum description while t
latter is almost as small as a phonon vibration frequency
is borderline.17 Nevertheless, considerations of relaxati
times and mean free paths of phonons and electrons ind
that irreversible thermodynamics is valid for shocks up to
few Mbar.17 Our high-strain-rate model is based on t
strong-shock loading path. Valid applications of the hig
strain-rate part of our model are limited to high pressures
high temperatures near this path. Appropriate applicati
include high-velocity impact and high-explosive-driven d
formation. Davidson and Walsh21 successfully used the high
strain-rate portion of our model to simulate high-veloc
impact cratering. The power-law form has been found
Holian et al.22 to fit molecular dynamics shock-wave simu
lations.

VI. TRANSITION FROM THERMALLY ACTIVATED
GLIDE TO THE OVERDRIVEN SHOCK REGIME

Figure 9 contrasts the 300 K thermally assisted satu
tion stress~this model! up to 104 s21 ~thermal activation
may be rate controlling up to higher rates! with the results of
the overdriven shock calculations~crosses! and our power-
law fit to those results. There is a five-decade gap separa

by
a of

he
in

FIG. 9. Copper saturation stress in the thermal-activation regime
overdriven-shock results with our model fit to those results. The rate se
tivity is much higher at strong-shock rates than at Hopkinson-bar strain r
and below.
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them. A significant increase in the rate sensitivity occurs
the gap; errors in the shock calculations and low rate mo
are far too small to invalidate this conclusion. In the abse
of validated experimental data23 or an established theory o
deformation at these intermediate strain rates, we mode
gap in the simplest way possible and without introducing a
additional material parameters, the saturation stress is
greater oft̂s as given by Eq.~4! or the power law Eq.~8!
with the constant coefficient set equal tos0g2b in order to
maintain continuity of the stress:

t̂s5max$s02~s02s`!erf@kT̂ ln~gj̇/ċ !#, s0~ ċ/gj̇!b%.
~9!

An abrupt increase in the constant-strain rate sensiti
at small plastic strains is well known.24 Figure 10,
Follansbee’s10 room-temperature constant-strain stres
strain-rate copper data, is a good example. A jump in r
sensitivity at about 103 s21 is evident. The rate sensitivity
actually exceeds that calculated from overdriven sh
theory for rates above 109 s21. Similar behavior is expected
for other metals. Our expression fort̂y is similar to Eq.~9!
but includes two additional parameters,y1 andy2 , to allow
for such a maximum in the small-strain rate sensitivity:

t̂y5max$y02~y02y`!erf@kT̂ ln~gj̇/ċ !#,
~10!

min@y1~ ċ/gj̇!y2,s0~ ċ/gj̇!b#%.

FIG. 10. Our model ~solid curves! compared to Follansbee’s room
temperature constant-strain stress–strain-rate data on copper.
Downloaded 29 Apr 2013 to 128.143.22.132. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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With this expression fort̂y , our copper model accuratel
accounts for the jump in rate sensitivity at 103 s21, as well
as an increase in rate sensitivity with strain at rates un
103 s21: See Fig. 10.

For some metals, uranium for example, the behavio
intermediate strain rates is modeled as an extrapolation o
overdriven shock results, hencey15s0 and y25b. In this
case, the transition can be smoothed without introducing
additional parameters by simply adding the error funct
and power-law terms. This modification has been observe
slightly improve calculated Taylor impact cylinder lengths25

Some recent references on the broader issue of trans
in mechanism at high plastic strain rate are Refs. 26–28

VII. SHEAR MODULUS AND MELTING TEMPERATURE

Our plastic constitutive relation, comprised of Eqs.~7!,
~9!, and~10!, requires models for the adiabatic shear mod
lus, G(r,T), and the melting temperature,Tm(r). It is criti-
cal that accurate representations ofG(r,T) and Tm(r) are
used for explosive loading simulations where extremes
temperature and density are involved.

The temperature dependence ofG(r,T) involves two
temperature scales: the melting temperature and a chara
istic temperature, typically a few tens of degrees Kelvin, b
low which G is strongly nonlinear inT. A good model29 of
G(r,T) is realized by ignoring the low-temperature nonli
earity and approximatingG(r,T) as a linear function of the
scaled temperatureT̂(r)5T/Tm(r):

G~r,T!5G0~r!~12aT̂!. ~11!

The parametera is expected to be a function of the densit
but because ther dependence is not known for any materia
we simply take it to be a constant. Its value is determin
from zero-pressure data after correcting to constant den
The thermodynamic data needed to determinea are available
for Cu and U, but not for Ta, V, Mo, Be, 304 SS, or 21-6
SS. Consequently, we assign the mean value ofa for sixteen
metals,29 namely 0.23, to those six materials.

It is sometimes convenient to work with pressure,P,
rather thanr. In that case we simply make the replaceme
r→P and a→aP in Eq. ~11!. The values of the constant
pressure thermal softening parameter,aP , for Cu, U, Ta,
Mo, 304 SS, and 21-6-9 SS are provided in Table II. Valu
of aP for Be and V cannot be determined because the ze
pressure shear-modulus data on these elements are limit
temperatures of only 0.19Tm and 0.14Tm , respectively.

G0(r) can be estimated by employing simple analy
forms to extrapolate from ambient conditions using the m
sured values of the shear modulus and its first press
derivative2,30 or the results of first-principles electronic stru
ture calculations.30,31WhenG0(r) is required over extreme
in pressure, say zero to tens of megabars, then it is m
accurately estimated by combining Eq.~11! with the
Burakovsky–Preston melting relation7 with the result that
G0(r)5constant3rTm(r)/(12a).

All three scaling variables in our model depend
Tm(r); for a constant, the density dependencies of the sc
ing variables fort, T, and ċ are, respectively,rTm(r),
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE II. Model material parameters;G0 entries are in kilobars.

Cu U Ta V Mo Be
304
SS

21-6-9
SS

u 0.025 0.055 0.02 0.023 0.014 0.04 0.02 0.02
p 2.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 10.0 8.0
s0 0.0085 0.03 0.012 0.013 0.009 45 0.007 0.05 0.05
s` 0.000 55 0.0015 0.003 25 0.004 05 0.0038 0.0012 0.0075 0.007
k 0.11 0.13 0.6 0.4 0.41 0.14 0.3 0.3
g 0.000 01 0.002 0.000 04 0.000 06 0.000 008 0.000 01 0.001 0.001
y0 0.0001 0.000 75 0.01 0.0105 0.007 95 0.0015 0.0069 0.012
y` 0.0001 0.000 75 0.001 25 0.001 55 0.0023 0.0005 0.0015 0.002
y1 0.094 0.03 0.012 0.013 0.009 45 0.007 0.05 0.05
y2 0.575 0.27 0.4 0.42 0.36 0.25 0.46 0.41
b 0.25 0.27 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.25 0.25 0.25
G0 518 938 722 499 1303 1524 895 862
a 0.20 0.56 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23
ap 0.43 0.72 0.48 0.41 0.66 0.37
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Tm(r), andr1/3Tm
1/2(r). At modest densities,Tm(r) is best

obtained from the measuredTm(P), while the high compres-
sion behavior is most reliably estimated by extrapolat
from the low-pressure data by means of the Lindemann
terion.

VIII. COMPLETE MODEL

Values of the model parameters for our set of six me
and two stainless steels are given in Table II. Note that
order of magnitude of a given parameter is usually indep
dent of the metal. The plastic constitutive parameter val
are strikingly similar among the bcc metals Ta, Mo, and
This regularity in the parameter values gives us a predic
capability even in the absence of data, and suggests tha
model is based on the correct physics.

The global structure of our model, i.e., the thermal ac
vation and very-high-rate regimes, plus the transition reg
connecting them, is depicted for copper, a generic examp
Fig. 11. Several features are noteworthy. In the therm
activation regime, the rate sensitivity of the saturation str
is nearly constant at room temperature and below but
creases with strain rate asT→Tm . Saturation and yield

FIG. 11. Global structure of our copper model.
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stresses merge continuously into the very-high-rate pow
law asċ→gj̇. There is a weak temperature dependence
very high rates that may be described as ‘‘thermal hard
ing.’’

IX. COMPARISON TO PRESSURE-SHEAR GAS GUN
DATA

Stress–strain data at strain rates much higher t
104 s21 ~Hopkinson bar data! are rare, but data on coppe
and tantalum at strain rates up to 106/s21 are now available.
The data were recently obtained by Cliftonet al.32,37 from
pressure-shear gas gun experiments.

In Table III we compare the peak experimental v
Mises flow stresses to the model values for six pressu
shear experiments on OFHC copper.32 The experimental
loading path was approximated as follows. The calcula
sample densities after impact but before shearing were ta
to be the shock Hugoniot densities at the experimental va
of the pressure;32 the dependence of the preshot density
the preshot temperature of the heated samples was incl
in the calculation of the Hugoniot density. For each sample
its calculated pressurized but preshear density,Tm(r) was
obtained using the Lindemann melting criterion, and t
pressurized but unsheared sample temperature was estim
as the Hugoniot temperature for a Mie–Grueneisen equa
of state. Adiabatic heating of the samples during shear
was calculated assuming that 90% of the plastic work is d
sipated. The pressure dependence ofG is very nearly linear

TABLE III. Comparison of peak experimental von Mises flow stres
sdata(cpeak), to calculated values,smodel(cpeak), for six pressure-shear ex
periments on OFHC copper~Ref. 32!. The initial sample temperature isT0 .
The strains are von Mises equivalent strains.

Expt. T0 ~K! P ~GPa! ċ ~ms21! cpeak sdata ~MPa! smodel ~MPa!

a 571 7.8 0.13 0.12 589 391
b 768 7.4 0.15 0.14 485 381
c 964 7.8 0.14 0.12 485 329
A 571 8.0 0.64 0.23 866 562
B 768 7.7 0.64 0.23 762 511
C 964 7.8 0.81 0.46 624 517
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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up to the maximum sample pressures~;80 kbar!, hence it
was calculated using (]G/]P)P5051.36, and the therma
softening ofG was calculated usingaP50.43. As seen in
Table III, the experimental values of the flow stress are c
sistently higher than the calculated values: the model va
vary from 17% to 35% too low.

For case B in Table III~shot KF 9609!, our model pre-
diction is 33% too low. For comparison, using Fig. 10 of R
32, the Follansbee and Kocks with Johnson and Tonks33,34

model prediction at the peak experimental stress is 43%
low, the Zerelli and Armstrong35 model prediction is 60% too
low, and the Johnson and Cook36 prediction is 71% too low.

Duprey and Clifton37 measured pressure shear data
tantalum at ambient initial conditions. The peak experimen
stresses are compared to the predictions of our model in
12. For shots KD9401 and KD9704, however, data point
shear strains of 0.1 and 0.5 were used instead of peak p
because no clear peaks are evident. Total adiabatic con
sion of plastic work into heat was assumed to obtain the fi
experimental temperatures. Effects of the initial shock pr
surization of about 45 kbar and the plastic adiabatic hea
are small—the density changes by only about 2% and
ignored in the calculation. Our model roughly agrees w
the data, but great scatter is evident in the data. The auth37

originally attributed the scatter to texture effects, but th
subsequently performed numerical simulations that ruled
this explanation for the scatter.38
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from adiabatic heating due to plastic work.
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